There is one each in the East Garden and the West Garden. They both sell original Ueno Zoo goods, such as stuffed animals, snacks, and stationery.

東園与西園各設有一處：銷售毛絨玩具、點心、文具等上野動物園周邊產品。東園與西園各設有一處：販售玩具、餅乾糕點、文具等上野動物園周邊商品

There is one each in the East Garden and the West Garden (Indoor Eating Space, Self-Service).

東園與西園各設有一處（室內飲食區、自助服務形式）

There is one each in the East Garden and the West Garden (Outdoor Eating Space).

東園與西園各設有一處（室外飲食區）